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The population of the UK has grown unevenly in the last 50 years. Some regions (for example, south-east —s_—™ 
England) have grown rapidly while others (for example, north-east England) have grown more slowly.    
  

_|-The UK’s population growth 

° In 2015 the UK’s population was 65.1 million. 
  

  end of the Second World War (1939-45). - 

1975 and 1980. This coincided with deindustrialisation and other economic problems.   
__ Pop ulat

ion density 
    

  

* Between 2005 and 2015, the UK's population grew between 3.5% and 4% per year. This rapid | 
_|-growth rate has happened with increased immigration from European countries. 

°* In the 1960s, the UK’s population also grew rapidly. This was the ‘baby boom’ that followed the 

_* In the 1970s and 1980s, the UK's population grew very slowly — around 0.2% per year between |   
ia 6 o_o cent 

Population density is not even across the UK. ce gaa ef 

° Scotland is the least densely populated, with 
       

Cities are much more densely populated than rural areas. 

° Greater London had a population density of 1510 

| 

~3 

} 

* Herefordshire, a rural county in the west of England, 
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Fowys: 
26 people per km? 
(Lowest densit 

in Wales) 

  

  

| _ Reasons for unequal 
Place 

* Fopulation growth rates are highest in | population distribution 
the south-east of England and London in f 
particular. Eight of the 10 fastest growing 

areas in England are in London. These areas are 
also densely populated. 

  

  

| growth. and few. opportunities lose people. 
* The 10 English regions with the slowest growth 

are in the north-east and north-west regions. 
Some areas have declined. 

  

|. Suggest what the benefits of rapid population growth for a place might be. 

7 2. Suggest what the costs of rapid population growth for a place might be. 

  

° Social: Immigration boosts population sizes: 

_ migrants are usually young people who go on ~~ 

  

Highland € Eileen Siar: 
9 people per km? 

~ (UK's lowest density)” ermorermncrcrcrcncare TT 

" . 25 people perkm? 
a } (Lowest density 

; \Uin England) 

-* Economic: Successful places with strong _ a 

_. economic growth attract people who want sy 
to get jobs there. Declining places with low 
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_ Population structure varies from place to place and over time. These variations are aresult of | 
ditterences in population dynamics: fertility and mortality rates and | migration. This page illustrates 
these. dynamics with an example of the London borough of Newham. 

  

    
    

  

    
                

  

    

- anes 354 | 
80-84 L Population structure 75-79 

The population structure is the number of | 60-64 
—m mpg BEEP Po fb aN ance females in different age groups at 3 50-54 

a given time and place. § 45-49 

35-39 nee popu tion pe Td presented oa A 
aS a population pyrami 25-29 

15-19 Urban places usually have younger ‘Aa 
~ population structures, while rural areas | 1 | 
_tend to have old population structures. 135%; 10% 5% Ge om, “10% 15% 

High-density inner city areas often have _Fercentage population (Newham) | 
_ | the youngest population structures, while __[[l] Females Newham gj Males Newham —Females England —=Males England} 

lower-density rural-urban fringe places | 
_may have an older population... = 

|   
  

  

Differences in fertility 

tt. ~~. * Newham (see population pyramid) has.a-higher. Only. 6. 7% ot Newham's population are aged over. 
than average number of children under 10 and 65, compared to 16.5% nationally. 

“ ~~ of people between 20 and 39. _ © Newham’s mortality rate is significantly higher than 
| * Newham has the highest birth rate in England > _ the national rate. © oO 

| | (113.9 live births per 1000: the average for ° Male life expectancy i is 2.5 years sles than 
_ England is 65.5)._ average; it-is 1.5 years less for women. 
° This above average fertility is linked to the ° A 2012 survey found Newham had one of the 

- | above average 20-39-year-old — the years lowest rates in England for people taking exercise. 
when most people have children. 

  

_.© Cancer survival rates are lower than average, 
| / ° There is also a link to migration. partly because people leave it too long before 

= aan ence enece nent ccenneonnenennnsnnaenneneenanaasnecenscnncuesanisertucie cuaspusssnscisesiiedsesdxtudestvede usa avtsenecenemeeecesee going to see a doctor... -—- _ 

Differences in international | 
  

  

      

; __ Migration ee | Internal migration differences 
; , , , , | i: - Newham is ethnically very diverse. Whites make Internal migration is people moving to a place 

_ Up 30% of the population (compared to 82% ~~} from one part of the country to another. oO “y 
a hationally: UN. | Internal migration can be a cause for population UW 

° Three- -quarters of babies in Newham are born decline in deindustrialised urban areas and remote 
-to women born outside the UK... | rural areas, for example young people moving away Ad 

| ’ Feople who migrate t tend to be 2 young adults _ to tind jobs elsewhere. Internal migration then 

-— (higher fertility). | increases population growth in successtul places. | 

_ am. ee ee ee ee en ee ee Ue ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 

  

|. How is Newham’s population structure different from the England average structure? 

2. What might explain this difference?   
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_ Population characteristics vary from place to place, producing cultural diversity and change over time. __ 

Variations between settlements 

The UK has a long history of migration and some 
of the differences between settlements in terms 

of gender and ethnicity go back many decades. 

° Many Poles joined the UK military after Nazi 

Germany invaded their country in 1939. 

Many were stationed in Swindon and stayed © 

there after the war was over. _ 

workers for Bradford’s textile mills. 
Pakistani.migrants filled the shortage, taking over 

from German and Irish migrants who had increased 

Bradford’s diversity in the 19th century. 

° The trend of more women than men studying 

at university is affecting the gender balance of _ 

some university towns. For example, 52% of 
Chichester’s population is female with a ratio 
of 30 males to 70 females at-its university... 

Variations within settlements 

_ Cities have higher cultural diversity than rural 
areas, but ethnic groups often tend to cluster in 
particular locations rather than being spread out - 

evenly. This is called social clustering. 

* Social clustering is almost always by choice. 
_Feople trom the same ethnic group choose to. 

live near each other. 

° Social clustering has advantages for new 
migrants: they can help each other establish 

themselves in a city, and protect each other _ 
from hostile reactions. | _ 

° Over time, social clustering creates 
advantages for all city residents, as it adds ——— 

diversity; for example, in friends, restaurants 

and takeaways, cooking ingredients, festivals. 

° Social clustering can also create — Oo 

disadvantages: residents from other 

ethnicities can feel pushed out of a place. | 

  

Ww Concentrated in London = around 36% | 

of people in the UK who \ were 2 born 

_ abroad live there. 

and the East Midlands together have 

born abroad.   Vw The lowest proportion of people born 
abroad is in the North East (6.2%). |   
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| Nearly there 

In the 1950s there were not enough British 

UK migrants: population = # | | 

. Cf The West Midlands, the South East 

around 38% of UK residents who were > 

   
  | | Nailed it!   

Reasons for variations | 

Accessibility 

XZ 
|Variations between| 

settlements 

Physical factors = | 

  

  NX Social   
  

~ Government policies” rs 

    

Le wi Wo 
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Government actions 

Government policies may foster or 

suppress diversity: 

° The UK government encouraged people 
from other countries of the British Empire 

to migrate to the UK when workers were 
needed, such as the ‘Windrush generation’ 

of Afro-Caribbean immigrants who came to 
the UK from 1948. This increased diversity. 

° The UK’s membership of the European 
Union meant that migration to the UK 
from European countries increased rapidly 

following the EU’s expansion in 2004. 

eno aks 

  

1. Explain why the UK’s rural areas have lower cultural 

diversity than the UK’s large cities. 

2. Explain (a) how fertility rates can change in places 

influenced by international immigration and (b) how 
mortality rates can change in places influenced by 

internal migration. 

  

Employment opportunities: 

_.clustering __ 
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